Defence innovation: Leading in the New
The world around us is accelerating. Defending
our nations is becoming more complex as the
pace of change and diversity of threats continue
to grow.
Fortunately, new technologies are fueling the
next wave of mission capabilities, changing the
way we live, work and defend our nations.
At Accenture, we are leading in the new:
helping our clients get ahead of the decision
loop of adversaries. By harnessing the power of
disruption and innovation, we are able to
deliver the solutions to accelerate advantage
now, and ensure mission readiness.
Human-centered design is at the heart of all we
do. Ensuring the solutions we deliver meet the
real expectations of the men and women who
depend on them. Today, through a virtual
reality solution, we are enabling pilots to
visualize refine, brief and rehearse their combat
missions before they strap into their jets.
It's an innovative approach that has
transformed mission planning into an
immersive multi-domain, multi-participant 3d
environment. Today, we are automating
intelligence for war fighters with video analytics
and data fusion, extracting insights from
multiple sources for a holistic operating picture.

visualizations for a holistic view of both
individual and unit readiness before
deployment, providing an instant view of force
readiness. Today, we are supporting defense
personnel and their families to smoothly
relocate and settle into a new posting, adopting
user-centered design.
A personalized mobile tool guides personnel
through the multitude of tasks associated with
the new posting, ensuring they feel supported
and informed about their relocation. Today,
through the application of stated preference
analytics across the workforce, we are helping
to promote diverse, engaged armed forces by
supporting a modern working environment in
which personnel can flex their commitment in
line with personal demands. Today we are
supporting positive personalized engagement
across the entire defense community.
With a digitally enabled smart portal, we are
tailoring content and transactions to individual
personnel, helping to make management of
National Service and reservists commitments
easier. We are bringing the power of
Accenture's local and global community of
experts in advanced technology, billions of
dollars of investment in research and
development, and strategic alliances and
partnership together to serve our clients
mission. Today we are leading in the new,
harnessing the power of disruption and
innovation, putting it to work to accelerate
advantage now.

Today we are shifting the cyber balance of
power by helping our clients engage in the
proactive defense measures needed to hunt,
defend and outmaneuver adversaries.
Today, we are putting critical health insights
into the hands of military leaders and power
into the hands of soldiers through a precision
health insight tool: a smart device that
leverages analytics, big data and advanced
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